It is important for executives to predict the future trends. Otherwise, their companies cannot make profitable decisions and investments. The Bass diffusion model can describe the empirical adoption curve for new products and technological innovations. The Grey model provides shortterm forecasts using four data points. This study develops a combined model based on the rolling Grey model RGM and the Bass diffusion model to forecast motherboard shipments. In addition, we investigate evolutionary optimization algorithms to determine the optimal parameters. Our results indicate that the combined model using a hybrid algorithm outperforms other methods for the fitting and forecasting processes in terms of mean absolute percentage error.
Introduction
Taiwanese motherboard manufacturers create 98.5% of the worldwide desktop motherboards and dominate the global desktop motherboard market 1 . However, this industry's growth rate has slowed because of the trend of replacing desktop PCs with notebooks or netbooks. In addition, the aggressive pricing by notebook/netbook manufacturers has diminished desktop motherboard sales. It is important to develop a new forecasting model for this rapidly changing market and to compare its results with other forecasting models. These results can assist manufactures in making decisions on future expansion and investment.
Several studies have proposed time-series models for industrial production, demonstrating the applicability of time-series models to industrial production forecasting. These models typically require large amounts of data. However, Hsu 2 proved that the Grey model GM , developed by Deng 3 , requires minimal data and is the best model for limited data prediction. Furthermore, GM can forecast in a completive environment where decision makers have limited historical data. Chang et al. 4 applied a variable p value to a rolling Grey model RGM to forecast semiconductor production in Taiwan. Akay and Atak 5 used the Grey prediction model with a rolling mechanism to forecast electricity demand in Turkey. Hsu and Wang 6, 7 used the Bayesian method to improve GM 1,1 for forecasting the integrated circuit industry.
The Bass diffusion model 8 has been used to develop product life cycle curves and to forecast the sales of the initial purchases of new products. Tseng and Hu 9 combined fuzzy regression with the Bass model to develop a quadratic interval Bass diffusion model. Tsaur 10 used the fuzzy grey regression model to predict the liquid critical display LCD television market. Based on empirical data analysis, fuzzy grey regression is capable of accurate forecasting and can give decision makers various scenarios. Wu and Chu 11 used Gompertz, Logistic, Bass, and time-series autoregressive moving average ARMA models to forecast mobile telephone subscription in Taiwan. Hsiao and Wang 12 applied the GM 1,1 , RGM 1,1 , and Bass diffusion models to predict trends in the global copper clad laminate industry.
This study proposes a combined model based on the rolling Grey and Bass diffusion models to forecast the sale of Taiwanese motherboards more accurately. This study is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the Bass diffusion model and the RGM 1,1 ; Section 3 introduces a combined model featuring an evolutionary optimization algorithm; in Section 4 we use the combined model to forecast motherboard shipments, comparing its results with those of the RGM 1,1 and Bass diffusion models; finally, we provide a conclusion.
Bass Diffusion Model and RGM(1,1)
This section presents a discussion on two forecasting models the Bass diffusion and RGM 1,1 models. The Bass diffusion model 13 is given as
where F t 1 − e − p q t / 1 q/p × e − p q t , n t sales at time t, m is the number of eventual adopters, F t is the cumulative distribution of adoptions at time t, p is the coefficient of innovation, q is the coefficient of imitation, and ε is the normally distributed random error term with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The adopter's probability density function f t for adoption at time t is given by
2.2
Bass 13 used the ordinary least squares OLS method to estimate the parameters. Schmittlein and Mahajan 14 used the maximum likelihood estimation MLE method to improve the estimation. Srinivsan and Mason 15 used a nonlinear least square estimation NLS method to obtain the valid error estimates. Nonlinear models are more difficult to fit Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 than linear models. Venkatesan and Kumar 16 used genetic algorithms GAs to estimate the parameters, and these were consistent with the NLS method.
Grey theory is used for systems that have uncertain and imperfect information 3 . It requires only four data points to construct a prediction model. Grey prediction has three basic operations: accumulated generating operator AGO , the inverse accumulating operator IAGO , and the GM. The steps of the RGM 1,1 model are given as follows.
Step 1. Original time sequence with n samples is expressed as
An AGO operator is used to convert the original series into monotonically increasing series:
where
Step 2. The first-order differential equation for the GM 1,1 model is given by
where t denotes the independent variables in the system, a represents the developed coefficient, and b is the Grey controlled variable. The parameters of a and b can be obtained using the OLS method. Thus, we have
where the accumulated matrix
P is equal 0.5 in the original model, and
Step 3. The approximate relationship can be obtained by substituting u determined in the differential equation in Step 2 as follows: Supposing that x 1 1 x 0 1 , the sequence one-order IAGO is acquired. Thereafter, the sequence can be obtained as 1, 2, . . . , k, the sequence of reduction is as follows:
where x 0 k 1 is the Grey elementary forecasting value for x 0 k 1 .
Combined Model
Combining forecasts minimizes errors 18 , and many studies have demonstrated their value 19-21 . In this section, we present a combined model based on the Bass diffusion model and the RGM 1,1 see Figure 1 . The three major steps of the proposed combined model are as follows.
Step 1. A new data set should be formed. The RGM 1,1 usually provides better fitted values for early periods than does the Bass diffusion model. Next, the original data points are replaced by some predicted values by the RGM 1,1 to form a new data set.
Step 2. The optimal parameters of the Bass diffusion model should be found for the original data and a new data set. A hybrid algorithm based on the GA with PSO has been successfully applied to real-world engineering design problems 22, 23 . This study used a hybrid algorithm that couples the GA with PSO to optimize the estimates of the parameters for the Bass diffusion model. We then investigated three algorithms to obtain the parameters of the Bass diffusion model. First, we used a nonlinear algorithm to obtain the initialized estimates of the model. In addition, the confidence intervals for the parameters were used to determine the range of the parameters for PSO and the GA. The descriptions of these three algorithms are as follows.
1 GA: the estimated parameters can be obtained easily using Evolver Software 24 . The minimized function is defined as MAPE. Here, the population size is set by 50, and the crossover rate and the mutation rate are set as 0.6 and 0.2, respectively.
2 PSO algorithm: we used PSO operators velocity and position updates to update the individual with the worst fitness. Clerc and Kennedy 25 created constriction factor k, improving the ability of PSO to constrain and control velocities. These equations are given by 3 A hybrid algorithm: this hybrid algorithm couples the GA with PSO. First, we used the PSO algorithm to obtain the estimated parameters. Thereafter, the estimated parameters were improved using the GA.
Step 3. The fitted Bass diffusion model can be used to generate forecast values.
A common measure of examining the forecasting ability of a model is defined as MAPE n t 1 | A t − F t /A t | /n, where A t is actual value in period t, F t is forecast value in period t, and n is the number of periods used in the calculation. A low MAPE value shows an excellent forecasting ability Table 1 .
Application in Motherboard Shipments
The motherboard shipment data from 1998 to 2010 are shown in Table 2 . In this study we assumed that the historical data from 1998 to 2009 are known. The holdout period is the year 2010. First, the estimated parameters of the Bass diffusion model were obtained using the GA. Second, the rolling interval for the RGM 1,1 was set to five. Thereafter, we obtained eight parameter settings from 1998 to 2009. Finally, the estimated parameters of the combined model were obtained using three evolutionary algorithms GA, PSO, and a hybrid . All five methods were used to compare the fitted values for the historical periods and the 1-yearahead forecast.
The parameter values of all five methods are shown in Table 3 , and their forecasting results are listed in Table 4 . The MAPE values of these five methods from 1998 to 2009 are 3.692% for the Bass diffusion model using the GA, 3.395% for the RGM 1,1 , 2.736% for the combined model using the GA, 2.480% for the combined model using PSO, and 2.476% for the combined model using a hybrid algorithm. For the 1-year-ahead forecast for 2010, the MAPE values of the five methods were 10.96% for the Bass diffusion model using the GA, 15.94% for the RGM 1,1 , 9.06% for the combined model using the GA, 4.71% for the combined model using PSO, and 4.69% for the combined model using a hybrid algorithm. Our results demonstrate that the proposed combined model using a hybrid algorithm outperformed the other methods for the fitting and forecasting processes in terms of MAPE, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Conclusions
This study presented a combined model that combined the Bass diffusion model with the RGM 1,1 to forecast motherboard shipments. In addition, we investigated evolutionary optimization algorithms to determine the optimal parameters. The results indicate that the combined model using a hybrid algorithm provides excellent MAPE improvement. We conclude that the combined model, using a hybrid algorithm, is suitable for forecasting in the motherboard industry.
Future research will include a modeling comparison of our model and the Support Vector Machine SVM model using a DNA optimization method 26 . 
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